


Kuredu
Island Resort & Spa

Kuredu is a renowned resort in the Maldives.
As one of the biggest resorts, this island is filled with a myriad of island activities, unique 

venues and possibilities, the perfect place to create adventure-filled memories. 

As a leading resort in the Maldives, Kuredu has introduced a trendy beach bar-scene,
a crafted experience of relaxation and delight.  

The Kuredu Bar-Scene offers guests various themed bars to enjoy their favourite drink. 
While away the day with a comprehensive range of beverages available on the all-inclusive 

package or indulge with an à la carte beverage, 
this extensive menu includes a broader selection of premium beverages.

An enhanced guest experience that touches on presentation, service and taste –
a quality evolution of Kuredu beverages.

Mixed, Shaken & Stirred 
9 Different Bars within 1 Resort.

Sound, Smell, Look, Taste & Touch





Basics

More than 100 
different Cocktails on the island 

plus a cocktail of the month

More than 100 different spirits, daily happy hours 

and special cocktail themed promotions throughout the year

More than 300 wine labels

a weekly wine tasting offer &
varying wine promotions





Unique Details

Introducing Kuredu Gin and Kuredu Vodka.
Each signature batch is a single origin liquid journey, 
handcrafted by macerating a unique blend of spices 

which are then infused with high quality spirits. 

4 seducing organic gins and vodkas aged to perfection in the Kuredu cellars,
the classics refined.

Kuredu Whisky, the rarest 2 whiskies and 3 whisky based liquors 
within the Indian Ocean, small batched, handcrafted and preciously blended.

Feel like a Pirate with Kuredu’s tailor-made selection of Rum which are only available at 
Kuredu, including a Spiced-Rum , 12yrs, 15yrs, 23yrs and a very unique Falernum

There are now 15 bespoke Aged Cocktails available at Sangu Bar, O Bar and Babuna Bar. 

These Authentic Cocktails go back to the origins of superb craftsmanship, using historical 
recipes combined with high quality cordials, purees and fruit juices.

Every long drink becomes a unique experience filled with sun kissed days and sultry nights, an 
experience specially designed by 

Kuredu’s internationally awarded mixologist.








